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Abstract

The object of this thesis is to analyze the role of research and development

expenses (R&D) in the biotech sector as a source of managerial flexibility

and verify whether market investors’ perception of the firm’s growth potential

fully reflects the fair value of the firm’s bundle of real (exploratory, production

and marketing) options.

The fundamental idea is that R&D expenditures in Biotech firms have

a peculiar compound nature such that early stage investments generate a

sequence of nested options that can be properly captured by modelling the

firm as a portfolio of growth options. Since market investors are mainly

concerned with the intrinsic value (i.e., Net Present Value) of a project and

may not properly capture the time value of investment decisions we expect

R&D expenses to have a delayed impact on stock returns.

We will analyze this problem both at industry and company level. At

industry level we will develop a sample regression analysis to verify whether

the growth premium embedded in the stock price shows option characteristics

by establishing a connection between the option value component of the stock

price and a set of ”growth” variables that are consistent with real options

theory.

At company level we will present a dynamic optimization approach for

modelling a typical compound option case, where a company decides to com-

plete an investment process in order to capture both the cash flows from the

underling products and the option value due to future product applications

deriving from the same project. This will confirm that early stage R&D

investments generate compound option value that may not be completely

captured at inception by market investors.

The end goal of this thesis is to prove that R&D intensive firms show

option characteristics and that the compound nature of such options makes



it difficult for market investors to immediately capture the entire upside po-

tential of R&D programmes. The empirical evidence will confirm that stock

returns gradually reflect a growth premium and such premium is consistent

with the ”hidden” value embedded in the company’s research and develop-

ment processes.
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